DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
method, as we knew, was to demand a quick signature on the
dotted line, or else ...
While we waited we discussed Sir Horace Wilson, Most of us
had never heard his name before. Why, we wondered, had he
been chosen to accompany Mr. Chamberlain, who himself had
no personal experience whatever of foreign affairs, of foreign
countries, of foreign dictators, on a mission which might decide
the fate of Europe? We asked one of our number who was an
official in British service. 'Don't ask me/ he said rather bitterly,
CI hardly know his name. I believe his official capacity is that of
"Chief Economic Adviser to the Cabinet",'
'But what are his qualifications for foreign affairs?' we asked.
'This is the new diplomacy', he answered,
While we waited, the radio announced that Mr, Chamberlain,
after a few hours, was already on his way back to London. We
smiled, £I told you so', at each other. A little while later, and we
heard the landing at Heston, Mr. Chamberlain saying into the
microphone, *I have come back rather quicker than I expected *,,'
cOh yeah?' we said, but not quicker than we expected.
At Berchtesgaden Mr. Chamberlain, who had expected several
days of quiet conversation, in his own subsequent words 'very soon
became aware', when he was closeted with Herr Hitler and the ,
indispensable interpreter, 'that the position was much more acute
and much more urgent than I had realized*, that Hitler, if he did
not gfet his way immediately, 'would be prepared to risk a world
war'. Yet for six years British journalists abroad had been fore-
telHng this. But Mr. Chamberlain was taken by surprise*
Now with relief, we heard, CI am going to have another talk
with Herr Hitler, perhaps in a few days/
That at least was a respite. We were all in the same boat, should
war break out; we should be lucky if we managed to get out before
the frontiers closed, lucky if we ever got back to England*
Then we heard the concluding sentence: 'But this time Hen-
Hitler has told me that it is his intention to come half-way to meet
me; that he is to spare an ojd man such another long journey'
(cheers).
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